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Grb and He, of the couples whose astatic arms are directed along the axes will be represented by Kx, Ky, K2. With this notation we have
' XyXz + TyYz + ZyZ9 = KyKz cos a, XZXX + YZYX + 3^. = jySk cos ft 2^ + Ta7y +ZxZy = JT^y cos 7;
where a, A 7, are the angles between the directions of the forces (Ga H), (H, F), (F, £) of the couples KX9 Ky, Kz.
Expanding the squares in the equation of the central ellipsoid at the origin, it may be written in the form
K*¥ + ry v + JW2 + ajTyS, cos ^ + VKP* cos p& + ZKJZV cos 7^ = i. Also if K' be the moment of the couple corresponding to the arm OA ', whose direction cosines are I, m, n, we have
JT* = JT^Z2 + JEJ,%« + K*n* + ZKyKjnn cos a + 2JK,Z^iZ cos p + ZKJKylm cos y.
It may be useful to state the rule by which the signs of any of the astatic moments Kx, Ky> K2 are determined. The directions of the forces being fixed in space, there is for each line of action a positive and a negative direction determined by reference to some axes fixed in space. The astatic arms are measured in the body, and for each of these also there is a positive and a negative direction. Now imagine the couple moved parallel to itself until either extremity of its astatic arm is placed at the origin, so that one force acts at the origin. The moment is then the product of the astatic arm into the other force, when each is taken with its proper sign.
17. Ex. 1. Show that the discriminant of the central ellipsoid at the origin is equal to (6F.FGH)2, where Fis the volume of the tetrahedron OABC.
Prove also that the minors of the coefficients of £2, 07-, £2 in the discriminant are (JTyJKsSin a)2, (Kf* sin /3)2 and (Kfy sin 7)2, respectively.
If parallels to the directions of the forces JF1, G, H are drawn from the centre of a sphere to cut the surface, the arcs joining the points of intersection form a spherical triangle whose sides are a, p, y.   If 0, 0, \f/ be the opposite angles, the minors of the coefficients of 77^*, ££, £77 in the discriminant are respectively — KyKzKy* sin p sin 7 cos 0, - KgKJK^ sin 7 sin a cos <p and - KxKyK^ sin a sin p cos \j/.
Ex. 2. An astatic arm OP moves about any given base point 0 so that its corresponding astatic moment is constant. Show that OP traces out a cone in the body coaxial with the central ellipsoid at 0.
Ex. 3. If Ox, Oy, Oz be any rectangular axes meeting at a fixed origin 0, JCg, Ky, Ks the corresponding astatic moments, prove that K^ + K^ + K* is invariable for all such axes.
Since this expression is the first invariant of the central ellipsoid at 0 the property follows at once. It also follows from the geometrical property of an ellipsoid, that the sum of the squares of the reciprocals of three diameters at right angles is constant.

